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Abstract: This paper aims at analyzing whether existing economic value estimates for forest
ecosystem services (ES) might be transferred and used for valuation purposes elsewhere, and
whether these data are appropriate for application in forest management. Many forest ES are public
goods or positive externalities, and as a consequence they do not have a market price. The valuation
of forest ES can provide important information for decision making in forest management and
planning as well as in political processes, especially by allowing the comparison of different
alternatives and helping set priorities for practical actions, as well as developing financial incentives
or support mechanisms. We analyze whether an integrated economic valuation model for forest ES
can be developed based on existing published data. To achieve this, we assess to which extent a
benefit transfer could be expedient, and which challenges must be addressed. Based on a literature
search, we compiled an extensive database of forest ES values. Given that these values vary
substantially for the same ES, such a database alone does not seem useful to serve as a decision and
management support tool. In addition, the available information mainly focuses on forests as such,
and does not include desirable forest composition and management targets. If existing estimates
should be transferred and used for forest management decisions, both the background conditions
of the primary studies and the indicators used for valuation need to be specified in detail. The most
expedient approach in this context seemed to be a valuation function transfer based on a broad set
of indicators, offering the possibility to adapt the valuation function to changing background
conditions.
Keywords: Economic valuation; forest ecosystem services; benefit transfer; forest management

1. Introduction
Many ecosystem services (ES) are public goods, which are defined by non-rivalry and a nonexcludability (e.g., the opportunity to use forests for recreation), or positive externalities (e.g., the
sequestration of carbon in forest biomass). Such goods and services are not traded on markets, and
thus do not have a market price based on the interaction of supply and demand. This situation can
lead to inefficient over-exploitation or under-provisioning of ES [1]. To assure an efficient and
sustainable provisioning of ES, it is useful to integrate them into management and planning
processes. ES valuation can be informative in different ways [2,3]:


Assessing and evaluating the impact of alternative actions and therefore serving as a decision
support instrument to assess whether an intervention is economically reasonable.
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Examining the distribution of costs and benefits generated by an ecosystem or intervention to
identify winners and losers and allocate scarce resources among competing demands.
Identifying potential financing sources, e.g., for conservation purposes to help make them
financially sustainable.
Providing a tool for improving decision-making processes.

Concerning the last point, the valuation of ES can be a useful gateway for addressing forest
management issues [4,5]. In this light, Pearce [6] (p. 284) stated that assigning “… economic values to
nonmarketed benefits has the potential to change radically the way we look at all forests…”. However, only
few studies have achieved a transparent integration of ES into forest-related decision making [7–10].
Especially regarding public forests, it is essential to consider ES in forest planning and decisionmaking, because beyond timber production, it is a decisive requirement that these forests support
public welfare. For example, in Switzerland, about two-thirds of the forest area are under public
ownership (mainly cantons and communes) [11], and many foresters and forest owners regard the
supply of forest ES, e.g., recreation or protection, as public obligation [12].
Still, there is a lack of studies on the consequences of integrating the growing knowledge on ES
and implementing the ES concept into actual decision making [13]. Here, we will (i) critically review
the principle opportunities of how to integrate ES into forest decision making, (ii) present an attempt
to do so based on existing data, (iii) show the problems with using available data on ES values, and
(iv) discuss the advantages of integrating forest ES into decision making despite several hurdles on
the road to success.
Figure 1 shows the interaction of ecosystem structures and processes as well as ecosystem
services and human well-being. To make well-founded management decisions, it is important to
determine the costs and benefits of changes in the provisioning of various ES and integrate this
information into forest planning. So far, research dealing with the (economic) valuation of ES has
often focused on the supply side [14].

Figure 1. Interaction of ecosystem structures and processes (supply side) as well as ecosystem services
and human well-being (demand side) [15] (p. 19, with alterations).

According to Plieninger et al. [16], demand is defined by people’s general preferences and value
orientations, as well as by the sociodemographic and socioeconomic characteristics of different
groups. The interaction of the supply and demand factors determines the use of ES, as illustrated by
Hegetschweiler et al. [17] for cultural ecosystem services, such as recreation (Figure 2). Nevertheless,
it must be considered that many ES are regarded as public goods with a lack of marketability, which
in turn leads to market failure [18]. Comparing the demand and supply of forest ecosystem services
might lead to an adaptation of the ES supply portfolio in forest planning processes.
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Figure 2. Confluence model: how supply and demand factors determine the use of cultural ecosystem
services [17] (p. 49, adapted).

To be able to react on future changes in the demand of ES, it is essential to maintain multiple
options in ES management. It can help to incorporate and combine different perspectives [19], e.g.,
by integrative approaches building on multi-criteria methods. However, information on how to
integrate different ES into forest-related decision making is quite rare, especially when it comes to
forest optimization and the influence on forest composition and management. The economic
valuation provides an opportunity to express ES values in monetary units, and thus, to make them
comparable.
When valuing and comparing ES, it must be considered that valuation attempts are mostly based
on values or prices. The value of a good is determined by a person’s attitude toward it. It depends on
how well a good or service satisfies an individual’s needs. Given that utility is not directly
measurable, the willingness to pay (WTP) for a good or service can be used as a second-best indicator.
This means the value of a good or service can vary for different people. In contrast, the price is
determined through the market mechanism. Thus, the interaction between supply (the marginal cost
of producing the good or service) and demand (marginal willingness to pay) leads to the market
price, which is equal for all customers [20].
WTP is the amount of money that somebody is willing to pay for a good or service, e.g., a fee for
enjoying a recreational area. Willingness to accept (WTA) is the respective amount that somebody
would request as a compensation for an intervention, for example for being excluded from enjoying
a good or service [21]. Existing value estimates based on WTP/WTA are frequently transferred to
other study regions (benefit transfer, BT) [22]. BT is used to enable a valuation even if no primary
data exists or a primary valuation of ES in a study region is not feasible or impossible.
Depending on which approach is chosen, different estimates result. The key question is: how
and to which extent can a valuation of forest ES based on the above-described approaches support
decision-making and planning processes? Therefore, we first present two attempts how ES can be
integrated in decision-making processes, and briefly introduce different valuation approaches.
Afterwards, we describe our attempt to develop forest ES values via BT based on a forest ES database.
Finally, we discuss the consequences related to the initial question of how forest ES can be included
in decision-making processes and forest management.
2. Methods: Integration of ES in Decision Making, Analysis of Secondary Data, and
Transferability of Results
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Basically, ES can be integrated in decision-making processes in two ways, via multiple-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) or economic valuation. MCDA offers the possibility to solve complex
problems [23] by evaluating multiple aspects, e.g., various ES [24] and by integrating diverse data,
information, models, and methods [25]. Furthermore, trade-offs between different approaches can be
assessed, which can be critical for the effectiveness of forest management planning [ebd.]. MCDA is
based on the principle that different alternatives are evaluated by a defined set of criteria [26], which
can, on the one hand cover different perspectives, such as an economic, environmental, or a social
point of view [27], and on the other hand consider temporal as well as spatial interactions within an
ecosystem, e.g., different forest stands [28]. MCDA helps to objectively evaluate management
alternatives as well as trade-offs [ebd.]. The analysis of these trade-offs “may provide further insight
about the forest management planning problem and help set adequate levels of achievement for various
objectives” ([29], p. 64). Furthermore, MCDA facilitates a ranking of different alternatives based on
their performance measured by a set of decision criteria [30] in situations where decision problems
and decision-making processes show a high variation. It fits in cases requiring a strong interaction of
theory and practice [31]. MCDA offers the possibility of combining different approaches and
methods, with the great advantage of complementing each other [32]. Figure 3 gives a schematic
example:

Figure 3. Combining different approaches (e.g., SWOT and multiple-criteria decision analysis, or
MCDA) in a planning process [24] (p. 375, with alterations).

A special form of multi-criteria optimization, especially when there are competitive objectives,
are Pareto frontier methods, as described by Borges et al. [29] and Tóth et al. [33]. As an alternative
to MCDA methods, the economic valuation is aimed at making comparable various ES by expressing
their value in monetary units. In this way, ES can be considered in decision making, planning, and
optimization processes. So far, there are only a few studies that have used economic ES values for
forest optimization (e.g., [10]), while others have applied economic values to demonstrate the effects
of including ES in land-use planning (e.g., [34,35]). One of the most frequently used methods to
determine economic values of ES is benefit transfer.
To be able to integrate ES in forest planning and optimization, several aspects must be
considered, e.g., the demand for ES and indicators for the economic valuation. Therefore, we
compiled a database of forest ES values with the aim of generating a pool of values from which the
appropriate estimates can be selected to build a suitable subset for the respective decision situation.
For this purpose, the background conditions of the primary studies (e.g., political framework, social
context, forest composition etc.). Further, the indicators used for valuation need to be specified in
detail. Primary studies investigate ecosystem service values based on either of the below described
valuation methods: travel cost method, hedonic pricing, contingent valuation, or choice experiments.
Based thereon, one could in a first step identify a set of potentially important ES. Second, these can
be restricted to a subset of key ES. Third, stakeholders and their influence must be identified as well
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as stressors and drivers of the ES provision. Fourth, linkages and interactions must be considered
[13].
If an economic valuation of ES should be used for planning and management decisions at the
enterprise level, the indicators should be elements, which can be influenced by forest management.
For illustration, let’s assume a forest close to a growing city, where many people go for recreational
purposes, and they demand infrastructure elements such as downhill trails, barbecue areas, fitness
trails, stroller-friendly footpaths, and so on. Due to the increasing demands of the population, the
forest manager must decide on a reorientation of forest management currently focusing on wood
production, only. If concrete economic values for the desirable characteristics of a recreational forest
ES were available, she could better compare costs and benefits when turning from a wood
production-oriented to a recreation-oriented forest management. In addition, she could also illustrate
the outlays associated with the population’s demand for recreational infrastructure.
2.1. Valuation of ES
For determining the values of ecosystem goods and services that are not traded on markets or
are not directly related to markets (i.e., non-market goods and services), different valuation methods
exist, which can generally be divided into three categories: (i) revealed preferences using surrogate
markets (travel cost method (TCM) and hedonic pricing (HP)); (ii) stated preferences using surveys
(contingent valuation method (CVM) and choice experiments (CE)); and (iii) benefit transfer (BT). In
the following, we briefly describe all of the methods, while later focusing on BT as an approach to
make use of the valuation results generated by the other methods.
2.1.1. Travel Cost Method (TCM)
TCM is an often-used indirect technique for the valuation of non-marketed ES [36]. It is
particularly used to estimate recreational values considering revealed preferences [37]. The
calculation is based on the travel expenses (in terms of money and time) that people are willing to
bear to reach an area where the desired ES can be enjoyed [38]. This could, for example, be a nature
reserve or a local recreation area. Basically, two different approaches of TCM exist. According to
Hanley and Barbier [37], it can either be based on the number of visits and related costs or focus on
how recreationalists choose their destination among different options or substitute sites.
2.1.2. Hedonic Pricing (HP)
This method uses the market results of private goods to determine the value of non-marketed
goods or services [38]. More precisely, the value of an ecosystem good or service is defined by its
influence on a marketed good or service. HP is most often applied by using housing prices to
determine the value of the ES of the surrounding area. A property in attractive surroundings is
expected to have a higher price than an identical property in a less attractive area. The price difference
of otherwise identical properties reveals buyers’ preferences and can be assigned as a monetary value
to the ES (e.g., landscape value).
2.1.3. Contingent Valuation Method (CVM)
CVM is aimed at directly determining the willingness to pay for, or the willingness to accept, a
marginal environmental change. This method is based on interviews or questionnaires, and is quite
similar to classical market research methods [39]. CVM can either estimate the minimum amount of
compensations that people claim for a loss of ecosystem services (willingness to accept) or the
maximum willingness to pay for an ES improvement. In principle, CVM collects information about
the benefits from ecosystem services by building up theoretical markets and eliciting the willingnessto-pay/accept for this service on a random basis. Since its first use in 1963, CVM “has become the most
widely used (and perhaps most controversial discussed) of all the environmental valuation techniques” [36].
2.1.4. Choice Experiments (CE)
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Similar to CVM, choice experiments belong to the stated preference approaches, which can be
used to determine the willingness to pay for, or the willingness to accept, environmental changes.
[40]. In contrast to CVM, respondents can choose among different options consisting of several
attributes with different levels, often including a monetary (price) attribute and an opt-out/status quo
option [41]. The aim is to determine the importance of and willingness-to-pay (WTP) for specific
attributes of an ES, e.g., the duration and effectiveness of protection from environmental hazards.
2.1.5. Benefit Transfer (BT)
The basic idea of BT is to use and transfer results from existing (primary) studies, e.g., found by
use of the methods mentioned above, to generate and determine monetary values for new and
unstudied but comparable sites and valuation situations (secondary studies) [42].
BT could be a suitable method to acquire data and provide information for forest management
planning or optimization at relatively low costs [36,42]. According to Czajkowski et al. [43], BT is the
most commonly applied method for valuing non-marketable goods and services, especially if the aim
of the valuation is practical policy application. Principally, BT can be based on two approaches [44]:
(i) transferring value estimates 1:1, or adapting value units and (ii) transferring values based on
statistical functions considering covariates such as income levels or median values derived from a
meta-analysis. The following examples illustrate the two options:
Value transfer: Assume that in a primary study A, it was revealed that a forest of 100 hectares
near a big city has a recreational value of 50 United States dollars (USD) per hectare and year.
Accordingly, its overall recreational value is 5,000 USD (50 USD/hectare/year × 100 hectares). Suppose
that in a second, comparable region B, the recreational value of a forest of 50 hectares near another
city should be valued. Transferring the estimates of the primary study to the second region results in
a recreational value of 2,500 USD (50 USD/ha/year × 50 ha).
Function transfer: Assume that the recreational value of the forest in study region A was
calculated based on a more complex function including independent variables such as gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita, population density, the number of residents, frequency of visits, etc. Now,
instead of using the final value per hectare, the entire valuation function is transferred and applied
to the secondary study B by adapting the variables to the respective background conditions of study
region B.
There is no general rule about which approach is more appropriate or advantageous. Czajkowski
et al. [43] showed how value transfer leads to acceptable results if the background conditions of the
primary and secondary study site are similar. If this is not the case, function transfer seems to be more
suitable.
When checking the study sites for comparability, the following aspects should be considered
(based on [45]):








The specific services in question (extent, quality) and type of change that was analyzed (e.g.,
marginal improvement or avoidance of deterioration).
The valuation question: willingness to pay (e.g., to avoid negative changes or achieve positive
changes) or willingness to accept (e.g., to accept a negative change or the non-occurrence of a
positive change).
The addressee of the study (national, regional, or local sample; private persons, enterprises, or
experts).
The characteristics of the population.
The geographical location.
The time the survey was conducted (considering inflation and changes in exchange rates).
Johnston et al. [42] described three major problems and restrictions that regularly occur in BT:



Scaling: Unit values must be adjusted when they are transferred to larger geographic areas or
scales [46].
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Site, context, and commodity similarity, e.g., the similarity between available substitutes and
complements of the good or service in question.
Additional challenges for international BT, e.g., currency conversion, user attributes.
Accurate understanding of welfare-influencing quantities and qualities of goods at affected sites.
Data sources and selectivity: It is necessary that the primary studies are of high quality (e.g.,
appropriate reporting of data and methods) and offer an unbiased sample of the population’s
empirical estimates; these in turn must provide an unbiased representation of true resource
values.

The suitability of the different methods for economic valuation purposes depends on the
valuation context, e.g., it is recommended to not just rely on one single method, but to use different
methods complementarily. However, such a procedure would require substantial additional efforts
and costs. When taking account of all these requirements, comparing the results of different studies
and transferring them from one study region to another is expected to be a promising way of
determining the values of ecosystem services in general.
In this paper, we set our focus on BT and explored to which extent it can be used to value forest
ecosystem services at the enterprise level. Therefore, a database of valuation studies was compiled
considering the following forest ecosystem services:






Biodiversity promotion and conservation
Carbon sequestration and storage
Recreation
Protection from natural hazards
Quality and quantity of drinking water.

2.2. Data Collection
To support an assessment of available ES value information, we conducted a literature review,
resulting in a database of forest ES values. The literature review was based on databases such as CAB
abstracts, ScienceDirect, and snowball-like cross-referencing from different large studies, such as the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment or TEEB (TEEB = The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity).
We focused on Switzerland as a case study, because ES play a major role and are part of federal policy
(e.g., [47]). Consequently, the investigation started with Swiss studies and was then extended to other
countries to put the Swiss results into an international context. When searching in literature
databases, keywords such as “forest”, “ecosystem service” (we used both forest ES, and ES in
general), “value/valuation of (forest) ecosystem services”, and combinations between “valuation of”
and names of ES (e.g., protection from natural hazards) were used as well.
The database currently comprises 108 valuation studies (the complete list of references is
included as Supplementary Information) and considers the following forest ecosystem services and
studies’ publications years:






Biodiversity promotion and conservation: 2008–2015
Carbon sequestration and storage: 2001–2016
Recreation: 2001–2016
Protection from natural hazards: 2009–2015
Quality and quantity of drinking water: 2009–2014

Figure 4 shows the countries of origin and number of studies of the different forest ecosystem
services.
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Figure 4. Overview of number and origin of the database's valuation studies.

In cases where studies were based on other studies without major adaptions, e.g., recalculations
based on other spatial units, we only kept the primary study. To facilitate the comparability of the
studies, the results were converted to US dollars where possible (Appendix A).
3. Results
The database analysis showed a wide range of valuation results for all of the forest ES categories.
Figure 5 provides an overview of the high dispersion of valuation results.

Figure 5. Distribution of economic valuation results extracted from the developed database. (Existing
values above 6000 $/ha/year are omitted in the figure for presentation purposes).

This high dispersion limits the meaningfulness of calculating average values. Even if extremely
high or low values are ignored, mean values based on the remaining data are still difficult to interpret,
and it is uncertain how robust and useful valuation results really are, if they show such a wide range.
That does not mean that existing valuations are inappropriate. It just indicates that valuation is highly
context-specific, so it is difficult to transfer the results of existing studies to other valuation cases. In
the following subsections, we present and explain our findings separately for the different forest
ecosystem services.
3.1. Biodiversity Promotion and Conservation
Ecosystems provide essential habitats for plants and animals [48]. For the studies included in
the database, the focus was on the valuation of biodiversity conservation and the promotion of such
habitats. Our analysis showed that the most common method to determine the value of habitat
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services was CVM. In the database, 12 out of 21 values had been derived based on this method.
Another three values of biodiversity were also based on the willingness to pay, but the applied
method was not indicated. Most values ranged between 100–800 USD/ha/year. There were several
values above the major scatter, especially regarding biodiversity conservation. Two of them were
around 9,000 USD/ha/year; they referred to very specific cases: rarely visited remote forests in the
United Kingdom (UK) and a conservation program in the United States.
As biodiversity is one of the core elements of all ecosystems, research is at odds as to which
extent it can be valued. There is no consensus on whether biodiversity itself is an ES or not. According
to Mace et al. [49], biodiversity can be regarded from three different perspectives. First, it can be a
regulator of ecosystem processes, e.g., top predators as population regulators. Second, elements of
biodiversity can be a final ES, e.g., pollinators securing food crops. Third, biodiversity can be a good,
e.g., animals or plants that are recognized for their charisma or aesthetic appeal. In addition,
biodiversity may have a direct influence on the net primary production of an ecosystem [50]. Keeping
these aspects in mind, biodiversity can be regarded as a crucial component at all levels of the ES
spectrum, and can therefore not be valued comprehensively. Nevertheless, biodiversity should be
considered, if the economic valuation is going to serve as guidance for forest management and
planning, even if only single components of biodiversity or their influence on other ES can be valued
[51].
Especially in the case of benefits generated from regulatory and habitat functions, several
problems arise, as described by Barbier [52]. First, habitats might be non-renewable resources,
although providing renewable service flows. Second, these services are usually not marketed, which
makes valuation more difficult and often leads to an underestimation of their value. Third, their
benefits are threatened by the disappearance of natural ecosystems and habitats due to land
conversion and land-use changes. Spangenberg and Settele [53] as well as Barbier [52] emphasized
that a valuation of these services helps distinguish the costs related to options of action, and is
therefore important for efficiently managing natural ecosystems and their services, especially when
it comes to managing critical environmental assets and the assessment of decisions about land use
involving trade-offs and their consequences [50]. A precondition is that the chosen valuation methods
are “scientifically sound and solid, based on (objective) biophysical measurements of the object to be valued,
including aggregate error margin information, from the natural science assessments through to the monetary
valuation” [53] (p. 107).
3.2. Carbon Sequestration and Storage
Concerning the impact of forests on atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, the main aspects
to be valued are storage and sequestration. The focus of the studies included in the database is on
temperate mixed forests and was, for comparison, extended to boreal forests. Most values have been
derived through estimations based on market prices. Another approach to be mentioned is to
determine the social cost of the carbon emissions, resulting in a much higher values per ton of carbon
(e.g., [54]). Nevertheless, concerning our database, this approach did not generally result in higher
values.
Especially concerning sequestration, the distribution of values shows a wide range between 16
USD/ha/year (Canada) and 658 USD/ha/year (France). Furthermore, the database includes an outlier
of about 9,500 USD/ha/year, which has been excluded from the further analysis. This value is
forecasted for the year 2050, and is the mean value of an estimated lower and upper limit. The low
per-hectare values compared to other forest ES show that this service is at present either economically
less attractive than often assumed or possibly not valued comprehensively.
3.3. Recreation
Recreation usually shows relatively high economic values in the existing scientific studies (e.g.,
[30]). The most widely used valuation methods for recreation are CVM and TCM, both of which result
in a wide range of valuation results, as described by Mayer and Woltering [55]. In addition, due to
the lack of necessary secondary information, it was not possible to convert all the values found into
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one common dimension. Therefore, the values in Table 1 are reported separately according to the
categories: USD/person/year, USD/ha/year, and USD/visit.
Table 1. Distribution of values for recreational services of forests.

USD/person/year

Minimum
value
4

Maximum
value
1786

USD/ha/year

2

5073

USD/visit

1

147

Unit

Range of majority of values
4–140 (79% of values)
86–910 (58% of values, 21% below
10, 21% between 2,177–3,970)
1–50 (92%)

The range of results can be explained by the valuation of recreational services being usually
related to local examples under quite unique specific conditions. The following list provides some
examples:






Type of recreation (e.g., biking, walking, etc.)
Infrastructure and substitutes in the area (e.g., existing recreational facilities such as bike trails,
fireplaces, etc.)
Distance to areas of high population density (e.g., cities, hotspots for tourism, etc.)
Personal interests (e.g., existence of a forest essential or less important to recreation)
Conflicting elements (e.g., use intensity and diversity of type, number, and size of user groups
(bikers, hikers, horseback riders))

As a result, the integration of recreational services into a general valuation system is challenging.
Even when considering similar background conditions, the values still show a wide range. However,
this is not surprising, since it can be assumed that not just recreational benefits but cultural ES in
general are fundamentally determined by unique local characteristics and people’s perceptions, and
thus cannot be predicted solely based on the background conditions of the forest area. In fact, the
recreational value of forest can be regarded as a conglomerate of natural and social influences on
people. This finding is basically valid for all forest ES, but is particularly evident for cultural ES, given
that most people have a direct relation to these services or are directly influenced by them.
Notwithstanding, the valuation of recreational forest ES can provide useful information for
forest management. Especially in public forests, where the needs and well-being of the population
must be addressed as a core task, recreational values can feed into adapting management strategies,
while taking the specific local conditions into account. However, knowledge about which attributes
influence the forest recreation value would be important when considering recreation in forest
decision making. Additionally, recreational values are not only difficult to determine but also
challenging to communicate to other local or regional stakeholders, as recreational ES are often
supposed to mainly generate “’paper benefits’ that do not generate tangible payments flows” [55] (p. 383).
Nevertheless, “neglecting the consumer surplus of recreation and tourism […] would lead to a significant
underestimation of the cultural ecosystem services” (ibid.).
3.4. Protection from Natural Hazards
According to our database, the values for protection from natural hazards showed an even wider
range (21–37,000 USD/ha/year) than those of the other services. This is because protection from
environmental hazards, similar to recreational services, usually has an impact on the local level and
depends on a specific situation (e.g., the damage potential). Regarding the valuation of such services,
several aspects must be kept in mind. First, the population is often highly aware and well informed
of the protective function of forests [56,57], which is important to the reliability of survey answers, as
it is more likely that the valuation topic will be well understood. Second, the often-used scenario
“without forest” is not realistic. If forests disappeared, authorities would be obliged by law to provide
protection by other measures. Furthermore, in the long term, other biophysical functions would be
affected as well if forests disappeared, e.g., soil conditions would change (such as erosion or ground
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roughness). Third, future development should be considered, e.g., the possibility of more frequent
natural hazards due to climate change, which might change the value of protective forests. Given
these considerations, it is plausible that the values reported for protection from natural hazards tend
to be high compared to the values of other ES.
3.5. Drinking Water Quality and Quantity
Forests can have a positive influence on groundwater quality (e.g., [58]). In Switzerland, more
than 80% of the drinking water is obtained directly from groundwater [59,60]. The valuation results
showed a wide range from 25–2227 USD/ha/year, with most values between 25 USD/ha/year and 211
USD/ha/year. All of the analyzed studies are price-based. The values in the database come from a
small number of valuation studies and describe bundles of actions improving or ensuring
groundwater quality. Furthermore, most of the values result from contractual agreements, which
define compensations for different actions, e.g., the limitation of pesticide application. The main
problem concerning these database entries is the often-strong correlation between them, given that
some describe sets of measures, which are interlinked but valued individually. The generally rather
low values for providing clean drinking water may also be influenced by the usually high available
quantity of clean water, resulting in a low willingness to pay. Exceptionally high payments could be
motivated by their supposed positive influence on a company’s or organization’s public image.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
As described in the previous section, the valuation results show a wide range within and among
all of the service categories. Therefore, we intended to find a pattern explaining the range of values
as a basis for clustering. First, the valuation results were grouped according to the valuation method
applied. This approach did not effectively reduce the dispersion of the ES values that were found.
Second, we intended to group the values according to the valuation backgrounds. This attempt
turned out to be unsuccessful, because there are hardly any studies with fully comparable
backgrounds. In consequence, integrating forest ES values in decision-making and planning
processes using the BT of existing data seems difficult. Nevertheless, the ES concept is expected to
become more and more important in public and private decision making, and the population’s
awareness of forest ES is supposed to grow [61]. In addition, sustainable forest management as it is
promoted and practiced today aims at satisfying the needs of the population as well as preserving
the forests for future generations. Consequently, ES should be an integral part of forest management
and planning, and their values should be considered in decision-making processes. In this regard,
Nelson et al. [62] emphasized that assessments and incentives for landowners to provide ES are
necessary to bring them on the agenda of those making land-use and land-management decisions.
However, when different interests and interest groups encounter each other, conflicts are likely
to appear. Especially in multifunctional forestry, where different forest ES should be provided in the
same area at the same time, dissonances can be expected. Turkelboom et al. [63] defined five principal
types of trade-offs:






Change in land use
Change in management objective
Technical versus nature-based solutions
Use of natural resources
Management of conflict species

All of these trade-offs don’t arise from the ES themselves, but rather are related to humans
interacting with their environment. In this regard, interviews with forest practitioners are revealing.
When assessing the importance of different ES and possible conflicts influencing management
decisions, one important finding from those interviews was that many conflicts get inflated by the
lobbying of interest groups. In this case, a transparent communication is essential, and an economic
valuation of ES could serve as an argumentation aid.
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A further important aspect concerning forest ES in Switzerland and other countries is the public
good dilemma. As there is free access to most forests and the related ES, many people regard them
as free, and are not aware of the provision being often interlinked with costs for forest owners and
enterprises. The economic valuation of forest ES can help make their value visible and raise
awareness in the society. Nevertheless, the results of an economic ES valuation should always be
scrutinized critically. First, they depend on the study context and background (social, cultural, and
economic), which must be kept in mind when interpreting them [37]. Second, valuation results
depend on the chosen valuation method and the perspective taken, because the perception of ES has
a significant impact on the valuation process [64]. Third, individual preferences are likely to change
over time. Consequently, the value of a good or service is also subject to change, driven by the social
or cultural context as well as changes in the public opinion or changing technologies [65]. The three
mentioned aspects imply that valuation is always subjective, and can only provide value estimates at
one point in time.
Besides being influenced by the perspective of the assessing persons and the point in time of the
valuation, the value of a service can also change due to supply-side changes, e.g., in case the provision
of ES becomes more difficult due to limited access or increasing costs etc. [66]. In addition, research
on ecosystems always involves uncertainties; the exact scope of current and future services is often
unknown. Therefore, possible variations in the expected levels of these services must be considered
when making management decisions [67].
Further, ecosystems are interlinked in many ways, and influence each other [68]. These
interlinkages can lead to positive or negative spillover effects. As an example, diverse forest edges
offer habitats for pollinating insects, which in turn are essential for food production. Basically, the
spillover effect is larger from such species-rich ecosystems to species-poorer ecosystems than vice
versa, even if these effects vary among species [69]. One essential aspect of enabling spillovers is the
presence of corridors, which help species migrate from one ecosystem to another. Concerning ES
valuation, one can argue that the spillover effects increase the risk of double-counting ES. However,
spillovers between different ecosystems are important to demonstrate their economic value and show
that ES are part of highly complex systems that cannot be viewed delineated from each other. Besides
having an “own” value, ES normally also have value-inducing effects on other ES [68], which on the
one hand should not be neglected, but on the other hand makes a valuation even more complex
(ibid.).
Related to the double-counting issue are problems when aggregating values of multiple
ecosystem services. Just summing up single values for different forest ES can lead to ambiguous value
estimations, as shown by the following example. If we consider the minimum, average, and
maximum database values for non-further specified services in the categories biodiversity/habitat
services, carbon sequestration, recreation, and protection from environmental hazards, we obtain
values between two USD/ha/year and 35,108 USD/ha/year (mean: 2,883 USD/ha/year).
Using our database entries, we analyzed to which extent a value transfer is possible for forest
ecosystem services in Switzerland, with the goal of developing an economic valuation model at the
enterprise level. It turned out that no underlying pattern concerning the distribution of values for
single forest ES can be found: neither regional differences, nor the valued service nor the applied
valuation method can explain the wide range of values. Nevertheless, it is essential for forest
management to take ES into consideration. Therefore, valuing local ES by primary studies seems to
be a promising way of making the different ES comparable, and thereby facilitating decision-making
processes in that specific area. Furthermore, the economic valuation of forest ES is a helpful tool to
raise awareness, showing that forest ES are appreciated by the population but also that their
provision generates costs. Comparing the costs and benefits of different forest management
alternatives could be a basis for welfare-improving decisions related to the provisioning of ES.
However, when it comes to transferring values to other regions, a basic requirement is the similarity
of background conditions. Our results show that the transfer of specific values is hardly possible,
given that the scale, dimension, and perspective of valuation studies widely differ. This makes a
transfer of concrete values to a specific forest enterprise or even to the stand level infeasible.
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A more expedient approach might be function transfer, provided that the above-mentioned
requirements for a function transfer are fulfilled. In this case, BT offers an opportunity for researchers
and policy-makers facing time and budget constraints [70], and can contribute to the design of
policies that improve future developments, e.g., offering a spectrum of possibilities and different
scenarios [71]. Function transfer uses a value function, which considers important variables that
influence the value of an ES. It can be based on meta-analyses or on preference functions estimated
for specific sites [72]. In this way, a monetary valuation based on BT can help prioritize practical
actions and develop financial incentives or support mechanisms [70].
In conclusion, the valuation results of primary studies can provide useful information for
comparison and decision making in a specific study area. However, their possible contribution to
secondary analyses is rather limited, and BT is often restricted to function transfer, only being feasible
in case specific conditions are fulfilled.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Conversion rates for database values*
(Source: http://www.in2013dollars.com/2016-dollars-in-2016?amount=1).
EUR–
USD
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

1.07
0.92
0.90

CHF–
USD
0.60
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.43
0.41
0.56
0.67
0.69
0.61
0.72
0.70
0.71
0.68
0.73
0.85
0.81
0.69
0.69
0.67
0.59
0.59

2002

0.95

0.64

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

1.13
1.24
1.24
1.26
1.37
1.47

0.74
0.81
0.80
0.80
0.83
0.93

ATS–
USD
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.08
Newer values in EUR

DM–
USD
0.55
0.44
0.41
0.39
0.35
0.34
0.46
0.56
0.57
0.53
0.62
0.60
0.64
0.61
0.62
0.71
0.67
0.58
0.57
0.55
0.47
0.46
Newer values
in EUR

CAD–
USD

0.67
0.67
0.65

USD–
USD (inflation)
2.97
2.69
2.53
2.46
2.35
2.27
2.23
2.15
2.07
1.97
1.87
1.80
1.74
1.69
1.65
1.60
1.56
1.52
1.50
1.47
1.42
1.38

0.64

1.36

0.72
0.77
0.83
0.88
0.94
0.94

1.33
1.29
1.25
1.21
1.18
1.14
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2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
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1.39
1.33
1.39
1.28
1.33
1.33
1.11
1.11
1.07

0.92
0.96
1.13
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.04
1.02
1.00

0.88
0.97
1.01
1.00
0.97
0.91
0.78
0.76
0.75

1.14
1.12
1.09
1.07
1.05
1.03
1.03
1.02
1.00

*EUR = Euro, USD = US dollar, ATS = Austrian schilling, DM = German mark, CHF = Swiss frank,
CAD = Canadian dollar.
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